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 how can i install it i can't find it in the sdk Sweet, I have "working" network manager. Will try when I get back. mikebot: what? xterm is different from gnome-terminal I just installed Ubuntu, but as soon as I restarted, it just reverts to a black screen with a cursor (where I can move my mouse) and I can't get the GUI working. Ubuntu desktop version. Any thoughts? i have installed xchat and amsn but
i can't connect to irc server killown, your in xchat? profanephobia: yes killown, try xchat-gnome profanephobia: I did it, I can't connect to irc.freenode.net can I get an opinion on which VPN client to use? killown, what's wrong with xchat? ianm, for? profanephobia: I don't know, it always show me yellow text of chat window (nicklist) but I cannot connect to irc server killown, ok just a sec

profanephobia: is there anyone that could help me to connect to irc.freenode.net? killown: in xchat, i think system > prefs > behaviour in here you can configure the colour scheme of the window and the nicklist. try changing to one that looks closer to what you're used to killown: type /server irc.freenode.net is there any way to have compiz work with an ATI card on ubuntu? nalioth: ops my bad
thanks killown: d00d how can you type not correctly? how do i get a process to run as root? i want to run nautilus with root rights nalioth: I type /server irc 82157476af
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